
Parent Visit/Pass Evaluation 

Teen:   Parent:   Circle One:  Visit   Pass   Date/Time:  
 

1. Describe the activities of your visit/pass, and your satisfaction with your teen’s participation/attitude in activities: 

 

 

 

2. Was your family able to keep the conversation in the present? Please explain 

 

 

3. Did any issues occur during the visit/pass (rules broken, conflict, crisis)? How were issues addressed? 

 

 

4. The best part of our visit/pass was:  

 

 

5. In our next counseling session, I would like to explore the following in regard to our visit/pass: 

 

 

Evaluate your family’s progress as demonstrated on this visit/pass using the following scale:  
3-participating at desired level to achieve growth, continue this way  1-rarely/not participating or achieving growth, or possible regression   

2-needs to work harder to achieve growth, step it up 0-complete regression and complete refusal to participate
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The following general categories expect increased levels of participation, responsibility, growth with phase advancement.  Evaluation is 

completed by guardian, for both the teen and guardians, in regards to effort, attitude, and ability in each area. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Spiritual Growth Teen: willingness to consider, cooperate, participate in spiritual growth, i.e. prayer, devotions, church, chapel, scripture 

memorization.  Parent: ability/willingness to incorporate/lead spiritual growth opportunities.  Rate and explain 
 

Teen: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Parent: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Submitting to Authority Teen: willingness/ability to follow rules/respect authority i.e. ask permission, receive direction, not argue or 

manipulate.   Parent: ability to exercise authority in effective manner    Rate and explain 
 

Teen: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Parent: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Positive Behavior Changes Teen: demonstrate positive changes i.e. motivation, applying skills, freedom, consistent behavior, coping skills, 

honesty, communication.  Parent: ability to apply skills/tools learned in parenting/counseling   Rate and explain 
 

Teen: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Parent: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Social Skills Teen and Parent: ability/willingness to behave in a way that minimizes conflict, i.e. self-control, patience, conflict resolution, 

manners, courtesy, boundaries.  Rate and explain 
 

Teen: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Parent: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Life Skills Teen: demonstrate life skills, i.e. chores, meal prep, assignments, time management, homework.  Parent: set and enforce reasonable 

expectations for teen in life skills situations.   Rate and explain 
 

Teen: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Parent: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Personal Care Teen: demonstrate self-care i.e. hygiene, routine, dress, fitness, nutrition, personal space or belongings.  Parent: set and 

enforce reasonable expectations for teen in self-care.  Rate and explain 
 

Teen: __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Parent: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Parent Signature ____________________________________________________________________  Date ________________________ 



Off Campus Visit and Pass Guidelines 

Passes and visits are privileges rewarded by phase, behavior, and progress.  This is chance to walk in what you are learning as you reconcile 

and heal.  It is a chance to see progress, and what isn’t working.  Completing this pass evaluation thoroughly and honestly after every visit/pass 

is important to your program. 

 

Families are expected to abide by all HH rules on visits/passes.  Discipline will be given for violations, including but not limited to 

guidelines on this form re: phones, internet, computers, music, TV, books, activities, language, dress, friends.  Familiarize yourself with HH 

policy and guidelines (see resident and parent handbooks) and ask staff if you have questions.  Your parent’s willingness to follow HH 

guidelines is a requirement for your family’s  program.  No romantic or sexual interaction, no dating, no intimate contact (physical or 

media), and no 1:1 with peers or adults outside of HH or immediate family, no drugs, cigarettes, or alcohol, or other contraband is 

allowed. 
 

Parental supervision is required for all visits/passes.  Residents are to be under parent supervision at all times.  When occasional 

circumstances arise that parents are unavailable to supervise, parents and Director/Counselor must agree upon appropriate alternative adult 

supervision consistent with rules and guidelines of the program.  This pre approval must include a conference with parents, staff, and 

alternative adult supervisor, who will sign an agreement to adhere to HH guidelines. 
 

Diet/Snacks: Residents do not regularly consume caffeine or large quantities of sugar or “junk food” at HH.  Residents may have these during 

visits/passes, at parent discretion, with parent permission, in moderation (soda at dinner, ice cream treat, etc).  HH staff does not suggest regular 

or excessive consumption however as it causes health issues including headaches, fatigue, withdrawal due to rarity.  Such items may not be 

brought back to finish at HH.  Please notify staff if you have consumed these items so we are aware.  Energy drinks are not allowed period. 

Friends:  Residents should have no scheduled contact with friends. If you see a friend while on an outing, you should tell the friend you cannot 

chat because you are in a program (this includes talking about them).  Parents must closely monitor these brief encounters and 

interrupt/stop any ongoing conversation (2 Corinthians 5:17).  You should not ignore or avoid your friends if you run into them, but should 

be polite, honest, and brief. 

TV/Movies: Residents may watch parent/HH appropriate TV, with limits of 30 minute shows or a sporting event.  History Channel, Animal 

Planet, etc are good options; channels like MTV, Comedy Central, VH1 are prohibited.  Only PG or PG-13 movies with appropriate content are 

approved.   NO R-rated, adult situations or language are allowed.  Theatre movies must be supervised by a parent. Call  1-800-317-4222 or  

go online at www.Pluggedin.com to prescreen movies.  Appropriate video games (no violent or occult themes, etc) are allowed, also within 

appropriate time limits. 

Music:  HH expects music standards to remain the same outside of HH while residents are in the program.  Residents may not listen to secular 

music at home, in the car, etc.  This means your parents may remove these items from your bedroom and IPOD, change radio stations in the car 

and home, prohibit TV channels, etc.   Residents may not listen to “just one song” or ask for exceptions.  Reasonable accommodations are 

respected in public places, however residents should not sing along or dwell on the music.  Do not test the music policy or you will lose music 

privileges. 

Phone: Residents are not to place calls or texts to family or friends on visits/passes. This includes having others call for you, passing messages 

through others, or having people to “call in” when you are home.  You may not use the phone period.  Upon promotion to Grad Phase, family 

rules and boundaries will be set with counselor regarding phone use. 

Computers: Use is strictly prohibited until boundaries are set with counselor/parents on Grad Phase. Social media and all other use, online and 

off, is prohibited until then.  This includes asking someone to access an account for you.  Online sites are monitored by HH staff.  Passwords 

protected computers are encouraged to limit temptation. 

Shopping: Request forms are sent out monthly.  All other shopping should only be done if necessary and only under constant parent 

supervision.  All items returning to HH must have prior approval from staff or will be sent home.  Upon return from pass, ALL resident 

possessions must be checked in at kitchen counter.  New items with prior approval, must go directly to staff on duty (including meds, money, 

phone cards, stamps, etc). 

Chores: Residents are expected to participate in chores assigned by parents with the rest of the family, without murmuring and complaining (ie  

rooms kept clean, dishes, laundry (Colossians 3:23). 

Dress: HH dress code must be observed while on visits/passes, specifically modesty. 

Respect: Residents should obey and respect family members at all times. Use love as your motivation in discussion or disagreements, make eye 

contact and listen during discussions.  Report disagreements or arguments on pass evaluations. 

Punctuality:  Families are expected to be on time when departing/returning.  If you are late, please respect our activity and staffing schedule by 

calling.  For every unapproved five minutes a resident is late upon return, 30 min will be removed from the next visit/pass.  Multiple, 

consistent, or major violations will be handled at discretion of Director.  Regular pass return time is 5 pm Sunday. 

Runaway:  If you run away while on visit/pass, your will be reported to local police station immediately.  In the event of a runaway, another 

emergency, or problem returning on time, please contact HH at (507) 537-4525 directly. If no answer, please call any of the following 

telephone numbers:   Melissa (507) 476-5591; Claudia (507) 530-1727; Kim (507) 530-3833. 
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